Borrelia Infection Appears as Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia: Therapy with Amanita phalloides and Terebinthina laricina
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Case Study

ABSTRACT

Background: To date, Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL) has been viewed as a malignant disease with tumor growth of cells. This hypothesis should be reviewed.

Methods: A patient diagnosed with CLL is treated with Amanita phalloides, containing amanitin, inhibiting specifically tumor cell activity without affecting normal cells. Despite initial leukocyte cell count decrease, further therapy fails after eight months. He suffers from severe symptoms of inflammation, not specific for CLL. Additional Borrelia infection is diagnosed and Terebinthina laricina is applied.

Results: Herxheimer reaction occurs some weeks later, accompanied by continuous leukocyte cell count drop to normal range within four months, even after stopping Amanita therapy. All symptoms of borreliosis and CLL vanished.

Conclusion: CLL might be induced by a Borrelia-infection. This should be considered in diagnostic and therapeutic regimen.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a genetic experiment with tumor forming *Drosophila melanogaster*, four classes of genes involved in tumor formation could be distinguished:

- Proliferative genes break the cell cycle control by allowing replication immediately after mitosis. They influence the somatic pairing of chromosomes [1]. One single proliferative mutation is sufficient for tumor formation. These mutations lead to intrinsic chemotherapy resistance, and to replication partially with the repair system.
- Mutations in oncogenes and tumor-suppressor genes are secondary events and add by destabilization of the differentiation pattern of the cells.
- In a search for ubiquitous events, the central possible targets for therapeutic intervention, switch genes were identified: They interact with tumor forming mutations in trans. Functionally, switch genes all code for ribose nucleic acid polymerasell (RNAP) transcription factors. They are overexpressed in human tumor cells [2].

Therefore, the event that leads to tumor cell growth should lead to saturated activity of RNAP, a biochemical bottleneck of tumor growth. In somatic cells of adults, RNAP is expected to be less active. Partial inhibition of this enzyme consequently causes inhibition of tumor cell activity, without effects on somatic cells. The drug in the extract of *Amanita phalloides*, amanitin, blocks RNAP in all cells. Inhibition of about 50% of this molecule has no effect on normal body cells. Immune cells usually recognize and lyse tumor cells. If tumor cell activity is reduced with *Amanita phalloides* the immune system is able to digest the tumor cell, which stabilizes the disease. Amanita treatment already showed good results in a number of tumor cases. In addition, several B-CLL are treated successfully so far (example in [3]).

The incidence of Lyme borreliosis is increasing in many countries. It is caused by spirochaetes of the *Borrelia burgdorferi* species, which are transmitted by ticks. Borrelia appear as spirilla, they move throughout the host and can reach every tissue, causing severe manifestations that can involve a patient’s skin, nervous system, joints, and heart. Often glia cells are involved in inflammation and manifestation of the disease [4,5]. This leads to affections of the nerve tract, signal transduction is deranged, feedback systems are interrupted. Wherever this occurs, various symptoms appear. Cell death of glia and neural cells lead to paralysis, pain, arthritis and damage of inner organs [6]. Damage of nerve tracts that supply the heart cause various symptoms including heart rhythms disorders [7]. Frequently dorsalgia occurs, originating from mechanical instability due to paralysis of muscles tracts. The worst pain is often in the early morning, analgesic drugs rarely help. Pain attacks can be accompanied by night sweat. So far, lymphadenopathy due to Borrelia infection is described [8]. As well mantle cell carcinoma statistically seems to be correlated with Borrelia infection, but not non Hodgkin lymphoma [9]. Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) was not associated with Borrelia infection so far.

Laboratory evidence of infection, mainly serology, is essential for diagnosis, except in the case of typical erythema migans. Titrated are anti-Borrelia Immunoglobulin M (IgM) and anti-Borrelia IgG. IgM antibodies occur two weeks after infection and should be replaced by immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibodies about four weeks after infection. Usually the fresh infection, i.e. IgM antibodies are not discovered, only the later appearing IgG antibodies. Unfortunately the existing test systems are not very sensitive and specific, meaning that about 40% of Borrelia infections remain undetected, and about 20% are wrong positives [10].

Extract of the resin of *Larix decidua*, Terebintha laricina is used against rheumatic disorders, burning and dragging pain, kidney problems with turbid urine or proteinurie. Old documents describe medical applications by earache, rheumatism, neuralgia, toothache or infections of the skin. Internal application is described for gonorrhoea, with possible side effects like kidney inflammation, diarrhoea and occurrence of allergies.

Borrelia infection appears with symptoms described in these old documents, and identical with the leading symptoms for homoeopathic use. Successful treatment of neuroborreliosis with *Terebintha laricina* is possible [11]. The mode of action of Terebintha is not yet understood. A slow antibiotic effect affecting the motility of the bacteria is in discussion. Applied to Borrelia in culture, in the appropriate dilution used in therapy, the motility of the bacteria is slower after three days, after nine days less bacteria than in the control are visible, and they show a slightly different morphology.
Successful treatment of spirochetes like Borrelia or Treponema infection leads to a Herxheimer reaction [12]. Thereby symptoms like fever occur, combined with an increase of general constitutional disturbances. Today this is seen as the result of a release of endotoxins from dying bacteria. *Terebinthina laricina* can lead to a Herxheimer reaction at the end of some weeks of therapy. This can be combined with micturition problems, and a slight decrease of the ability of clearance by the kidney. Micturition problems vanish within days, the kidney recovers within weeks. Borrelia disappear completely by this process, induced defects might be reversible within months.

CLL is the most frequently occurring leukemia in the Western hemisphere, with an incidence of 4 in 100,000. Until 20 years ago, the basic medical approach to this disease was expectative and palliative. Chemotherapy with alkylating agents or purine analogs occurs. This was followed by hematopoietic progenitor support, monoclonal antibodies, and further immunotherapies. More sophisticated techniques since then allow characterization of some of the underlying molecular genetic aberrations. With the help of these developments, patients with CLL are managed according to their individual risk with a watch-and-wait strategy, until cell count is above 200,000 leukocytes per μl blood [13].

So far, the origin of this type of leukemia was understood to be the result of tumor growth within the hematopoietic system. The clinical pictures are characterized by a highly variable course. This variability appears to arise from complex molecular alterations identified in malignant cells from patient subsets. So far, no markers could be identified, nor gene alterations defined that correlate with CLL.

Here, a case report is presented, that suggests that CLL could be induced by Borrelia.

**2. CASE PRESENTATION**

Therapy occurs with *Amanita phalloides* (zert. Riede) D2 dilution and *Terebinthina laricina* D1 from herbamed, CH. The patient was born in 1967 and works as judicial officer. His family has a history of cancer incidence. His uncle was diagnosed with leukemia six years ago, and died five years ago. His great grandmother died from gastrointestinal carcinoma. Recently, his father was diagnosed to suffer from CLL.

CLL was first diagnosed in March 2012, appearing progradient. Immune cytochemistry revealed B-lymphatic population (63%) with expression of CD19, CD20, CD22, CD11c, CD79b and FMC7 and no expression of CD23, CD10 and TdT. Kappa light chain restriction was found. This expression profile, and the infiltration of the bone marrow by a B-cell population correlates with a clonal population of B-cells: An eight mm long bone marrow was analysed with Giemsa staining, Fe-, PAS- and silver stain. In addition here CD3, CD10, CD20, CD23, Ki67, CD79A and TDT were tested. Microscopy revealed alteration of the bone structure, with hyper-cellular regions, infiltration (95%) with small lymphoid cells that carry slightly irregular nuclei and less cytoplasm. These show CD20 and CD79A but not CD10, CD23 and TDT expression. With the proliferation marker Ki67 they show a fraction of 5% proliferative cells. This cytological result correlates with an infiltration of the bone marrow as chronic lymphatic leukemia, induced by mature B-cells. Fluorescence in situ hybridization for detection of IGH-CCND1 rearrangement, 6q21 or 6q23 deletion, ATM deletion, trisomie 12, 13q14 deletion, TP53 deletion in 100 nuclei revealed no abnormality in these gene regions. Registration into a German Cancer Register occurred in March 2012. Chemotherapy and Antibody therapy were recommended. The patient decided to wait.

Amanita therapy starts in July 2012 (Fig. 1 arrow A) at a cell count of 58,000 leukocytes per μl blood. This leukocyte level is yet too low for conventional treatment, like R-CHOP. The patient decides to undertake a therapy attempt with Amanita. Body weight is 77 kg, he loses weight during the therapy through diets. Initially no additional disease was diagnosed. He shows initially no severe symptoms of leukemia, no lymph node swelling, no frequent infections. The spleen is slightly enlarged. The erythrocyte cell count is at 4.5x10^12/μl blood at low level within the normal range. No other tumor specific therapy is applied. Adjuvant uptake of additional essential fatty acids - to enhance fluidity of cell membranes and to provide raw material for prostaglandins, i.e. immune cell hormones [14]-iron (orally) and zinc (cutaneous) is applied. Nokes, i.e. long flights or radiation are avoided as far as possible. The standard dosage of 4x10 drops of *Amanita phalloides* D2 per day is applied. This dosage correlates with the uptake of 100 ml within two months. This dosage, 100 ml, correlates with the inhibition of 50% of all...
RNAP molecules in all cells. The intake per lingual ensures a free way of the drug through the oral mucosa to the metabolically most active cells. For monitoring of the therapy, the regular measurement of following parameter is arranged:

1. Cell count of leukocytes for monitoring of cell growth or cellular lysis or migration activity.
2. Differential blood count for monitoring anemia appearance.
3. Liver enzymes gamma-glutamyl transferase (GGT), glutamate-oxalacate-transaminase (GOT), glutamate-pyruvate-transaminase (GPT), which occur in serum upon lysis or damage of liver cells, for monitoring possible intoxication of the liver with amanitin (Table 1).
4. Lactate-dehydrogenase (LDH) in serum. This enzyme is present in all cells, the occurrence in serum shows lysis of cells. LDH levels increase in all events resulting in cell degradation, i.e. myocardial or kidney infarction, embolism, autoimmunity, anemia, infectious diseases, or lysis of tumor cells.

And other clinical chemistry parameters according necessity.

The initial exponential growth of leukocytes reveals a period of 40 days for duplication (Fig. 1. initial part of graph). Amanita therapy starts in July 2012. Kappa light chains are diagnosed to be high. After begin of the Amanita therapy (Fig. 1 time 0, arrow A) leukocyte count still raises exponentially for two weeks, but then drops as expected. The spleen size before the therapy was 200x85 mm. It shrinks to 170 x 78 mm in September 2012. For eight months, the therapy seems to stabilize the disease sufficiently. In September 2012, the patient suffers from abdominal pain. A reduction of the dose to 1 x 5 drops per day occurs, and the pain disappears. After some days, the standard dose of 4 x 10 drops per day is applied again. LDH levels (Fig. 1 dots) vary. In the beginning of the Amanita therapy they increase as expected: the immune system usually reacts and digests tumor cells.

Ten months after beginning the Amanita therapy, abdominal swollen lymph nodes appear. One year after begin of the therapy, the patient suffers from abdominal pain, edema in the legs and cramps. He suffers a freak accident in cold water with paralysis and swollen legs. These symptoms do not correlate with CLL nor are known side effects of the Amanita therapy. In addition LDH levels increase. Usually, under Amanita therapy LDH levels rise in conjunction with loss of tumor cells. This is not the case here, LDH increases and B-cell levels increase as well. Here cellular destruction is accompanied with B-cell growth. Severe inflammation symptoms occur, C-reactive protein (CRP) is high and anti-Borrelia IgM and IgG are positive. This leads to diagnosis of a fresh Borrelia infection. Anti-Borrelia IgG level is at 2.9 RE/ml and anti-Borrelia IgM is above 200 RE/ml. Corresponding leukocyte level is at 156,300 cells/μl. Immediately, in addition to Amanita phalloides D2 4 x 10 drops per day, Terebinthina larinica D1 2 x 10 drops per day are applied (Fig. 1. arrow B). Two weeks after begin of Terebinthina therapy, leukocyte level drops to 92,000 cells/μl.

The patient continues to suffer cramps at night with abdominal pain. During a subsequent vacation in the mountains in Südtirol, he suffers a fresh tick bite with the onset of erythema migrans. He treats the tick bite locally with some drops of Terebinthina (Fig. 1. arrow C). A month later, leukocyte count is back to 155,700 cells/μl. The patient remarks that his “inner fire” disappeared. Leukocyte levels now continuously decrease. In November 2013 he suffers a Herxheimer reaction with micturition problems. The Terebinthina treatment is

---

**Table 1. Clinical chemistry monitoring**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOT (&lt;34;U/l)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>&lt;8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT [7-40;U/l]</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGT (&lt;73;U/l)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipase [12-53;U/l]</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creatinine [0.7-1.3;mg/dl]</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Given are selected parameters [normal range; unit]. Liver enzymes GOT; GPT and GGT remain within the normal range. Creatinine is above normal range in this patient before treatment. During Herxheimer reaction (Nov2013) it increases showing affection of the kidney, with fast recovery. High lipase shows involvement of pancreas*
completed (Fig. 1 arrow D). Creatinine level increases to 3.45 mg/dl (Table 1) showing involvement of the kidney. The patient drinks more than three liters of juices and tea per day, and the creatinine value decreases. Borrelia specific symptoms fade, lymph nodes ebb away, spleen size becomes normal, anxiety vanishes.

Amanita is further applied, leukocyte level decreases faster than before the Herxheimer reaction. At a cell count of 17,000/µL Amanita uptake is stopped as well in January 2014 (Fig. 1. arrow E). Since March 2014 Leukocyte level remain stable in a normal range.

CRP levels, indicating inflammations raised from 8.8 mg/l in December 2012 to 33.2 in September 2013. Maximum level is 35.1 in December 2013, during the therapy with Terebinthina. After the Herxheimer reaction it drops to 18.7 and continuously decreases since then (Fig. 1).

Thrombocytes decrease during the Amanita therapy within the normal range continuously, and increase again after the end of therapy. Liver enzymes remain in the normal range, meaning that no liver damage occurs through the therapies.

Anti-Borrelia IgG/IgM, initially in July 2013 at 2.9/>200 RE/ml reached 2.5/>200 RE/ml in September 2013 (before the Herxheimer reaction during Terebinthina therapy), and 3.2/>200 RE/ml in January 2014 (end of therapies). The expected shift from IgM to IgG does not occur.

Follow up with further monitoring will occur. So far, leukocyte levels still decrease and are actually at around 3,600 cells/µL blood. Initial duplication period of leukocytes is 40 days. Today, more than a year after remission of the leukemia, about nine cycles of duplication of tumor cells were possible. As no increase but decrease of leukocyte level is visible, a minimal residual disease is not expected.

3. DISCUSSION

To date, CLL is viewed as neoplasia with a tumor specific mutation that leads to malignant growth of cells. Here, the therapy of a patient with CLL and additional Borrelia infection with both Amanita phalloides and Terebinthina larticina leads to healing of both, the leukemia and the borreliosis. Usually, Amanita therapy can stabilize CLL, so far no remission was observed.

![Graph showing Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia / Borrelia-Infection](image)

**Fig. 1. Amanita phalloides and Terebinthina larticina treatment**

Leukocyte level is indicated as red line, LDH levels as triangles, CRP levels as stars.

A. Therapy start with Amanita phalloides D2 4 x 10 drops per day.

B. Additional therapy with Terebinthina larticina D1 2 x 10 drops per day.

C. Tick bite in South Tyrol.

D. Herxheimer Reaction end of Terebinthina larticina therapy.

E. End of Amanita therapy.

Leukocyte level today: 3,700 cells/µl blood
A fresh Borrelia infection might appear with erythema migrans in about 10 percent of all cases. Borrelia can persist without any symptoms. Years after a tick bite, usually rheumatic disorders lead to diagnosis of Borrelia infection. A weakened immune system might lead to an outbreak of the disease. It could be argued, that leukemia weakens the immune system and let the Borrelia grow. This does not seem to be the case. Amanita phalloides is a reliable drug, efficiently inhibiting tumor growth of cells for years. In the patient presented here, Amanita treatment fails after eight months. Leukocytes grow, despite Amanita treatment, LDH increases showing destruction of cells, and CRP levels increase. Severe symptoms of borreliosis appear in conjunction with leukocyte proliferation. Therefore, not malignant growth of cells might occur, but Borrelia induced growth of leukocytes, combined with cell destruction and inflammation.

These findings lead to the supposition that the Borrelia infection could appear as CLL.

In the serum of the patient, CRP levels increase ten months after begin of the Amanita therapy, pointing towards an inflammation process. Amanita therapy can lead to inflammation symptoms, so far not accompanied with an elevation of CRP. Therefore elevated CRP level might point towards a bacterial infection.

In B-cells, usually unspecific IgM then specific IgM is produced first after infection, after some weeks the same antibody specificity is shifted to IgG. In case of this patient, this shift does not occur. This is frequent in patients with Borrelia infection as well without CLL (unpublished results). Meaning the IgM to IgG shift is irreversibly blocked. The question remains, how Borrelia is able to avoid the shift and thereby weaken the immune response. IgM responses are humoral and independent from the potent T-cell response. B-cell activation by Borrelia in lymph nodes is known, and reveals IgM-skewed isotype [6]. Borrelia infection in bone marrow might activate B-cells with IgM skewed isotype to proliferation. This would explain the histological diagnosis of a CLL in bone marrow from this patient, containing 63% B-cells and the finding, that IgM response does not shift to IgG.

Why can Amanita phalloides initially break the activity of B-cell growth? Amanitin inhibits RNAP in all cells. In tumor cells RNAP is fully used, and therefore a partial inhibition reduces the growth activity there. Obviously B-cell proliferation in CLL shows malignant signs, eventually switch gene over expression.

Why did the Amanita therapy fail after some months? Experience shows, that a once successful therapy leads to stabilization for years, without selecting resistance. This is due to the effect, that the drug reprograms the tumor cells without selective pressure. Obviously the bacteria find a way to further circumvent the immune system and to undermine the Amanita effect, leading to further progression of the disease. This finally revealed their presence.

Other infectious agents are associated with a number of tumor diseases. Borrelia infection was diagnosed in a patient with chronic lymphocytic leukemia. This neuroborreliosis mimics leukemic meningitis. The involvement of the central nervous system is a rare complication in progressive CLL disease [15]. The spirochete Treponema pallidum can mimick tumor disease [16]. Thus spirochete infection initiates hyperproliferative growth of tissue. Oncogenic viruses like Human Papilloma virus or Hepatitis C virus induce hyperproliferative lesions and cancer [17,18].

This is the first case presented, that a Borrelia infection could mimic CLL. The questions arise, how many of all apparent CLL are Borrelia infections, how many other tumors originate from infections, and how infectious agents can induce proliferation without proliferative mutation of the host cell.

4. CONCLUSION

It is accepted, that genetic alterations induce malignant tumor formation. Tumors can be induced by a proliferative mutation, like in ALL-1 leukemia [19]. The molecular mechanisms in other tumor forming processes like CLL are unknown. Despite great effort no genetic alteration could be associated with these diseases.

Another type of tumor induction could originate from an infectious agent. This process seems to be independent from genetic alteration of the human cell. Proliferative B-cells disappear completely due to the therapy presented here. Half a year later, still anti-Borrelia IgM instead of IgG are persistent, indicating, the original proliferating B-cells still are present. Complete reversion indicates that the B-cells have no
proliferative mutation. Borrelia might induce proliferation of B-cells directly.

This finding indicates that physicians should observe caution when diagnosing patients and planning the therapy. No chemotherapy should be applied to freshly diagnosed patients. An exclusion of Borrelia infection is indicated first. Even if antibody titers are negative, a therapy with Terebinthina laricina for some weeks is indicated, because the diagnostic tests are not sufficiently precise now a days.

Undetected and unexpected infections could be the cause of many tumor diseases. All multiforme tumor appearances like glioblastoma should be revisited.
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